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Preface to the Series

The RIKEN BNL Research Center (RBRC) was established in April 1997 at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. It is funded by the "Rikagaku Kenkyusho" (RIKEN, The Institute of
Physical and Chemical Research) of Japan. The Memorandum of Understanding between
RIKEN and BNL, initiated in 1997, has been renewed in 2002 and again in 2007. The Center is
dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including spin physics, lattice QCD, and RHIC
physics through the nurturing of a new generation of young physicists.

The RBRC has both a theory and experimental component. The RBRC Theory Group and the
RBRC Experimental Group consists of a total of 25-30 researchers. Positions include the
following: full time RBRC Fellow, half-time RHIC Physics Fellow, and full-time, post-doctoral
Research Associate. The RHIC Physics Fellows hold joint appointments with RBRC and other
institutions and have tenure track positions at their respective universities or BNL. To date,
RBRC has --100 graduates of which 27 theorists and 14 experimenters have attained tenure
positions at major institutions worldwide.

Beginning in 2001 a new RIKEN Spin Program (RSP) category was implemented at RBRC.
These appointments are joint positions of RBRC and RIKEN and include the following
positions in theory and experiment: RSP Researchers, RSP Research Associates, and Young
Researchers, who are mentored by senior RBRC Scientists. A number of RIKEN Jr. Research
Associates and Visiting Scientists also contribute to the physics program at the Center.

RBRC has an active workshop program on strong interaction physics with each workshop
focused on a specific physics problem. In most cases all the talks are made available on the
RBRC website. In addition, highlights to each speaker's presentation are collected to form
proceedings which can therefore be made available within a short time after the workshop. To
date there are one hundred and one proceeding volumes available.

A 10 teraflops RBRC QCDOC computer funded by RIKEN, Japan, was unveiled at a
dedication ceremony at BNL on May 26, 2005. This supercomputer was designed and built by
individuals from Columbia University, IBM, BNL, RBRC, and the University of Edinburgh,
with the U.S. D.O.E. Office of Science providing infrastructure support at BNL. Physics results
were reported at the RBRC QCDOC Symposium following the dedication. QCDSP, a 0.6
teraflops parallel processor, dedicated to lattice QCD, was begun at the Center on February
19, 1998, was completed on August 28, 1998, and was decommissioned in 2006. It was awarded
the Gordon Bell Prize for price performance in 1998. The next generation computer in this
sequence, QCDCQ (400 Teraflops), will become operational in the summer of201l.

N. P. Samios, Director
February 2011

*Work performed under the auspices ofU.S.D.O.E. Contract No. DE-AC02-98CHI0886.





INTRODUCTION

The RIKEN BNL Research Center workshop on "Initial State Fluctuations and Final-State Particle
Correlations II was held successfully at Brookhaven National Laboratory on February 2-4, 2011.

The workshop was motivated by rich structures in the experimental particle correlation
measurements and the suggestion that those structures may be fingerprints of initial state
fluctuations. Experimental data on two-particle correlations have revealed a long-range pseudo
rapidity correlation in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and in high-multiplicity proton-proton
collisions at the LHC, called the "ridge". The ridge is present whether a high transverse momentum
(pt) trigger particle is required or not. The basic principle of causality and the approximate
correspondence of pseudo-rapidity and space-time rapidity require that such long-range
correlations originate from the initial stage of the collision.

In addition, two-particle correlations with a high-pt trigger particle exhibit a broadened and
double-peaked structure on the away side in heavy-ion collisions, in contrast to observations for
minimum-bias p+p collisions which instead exhibit di-jet peaks. Three-particle correlations suggest
that the away-side double-peak correlation is due to conical emission of correlated hadrons.

Various theoretical explanations for the long-range correlations were discussed at the workshop;
most notably, the formation of approximately boost invariant color flux tubes. To explain the ridge
in heavy-ion collisions, transverse hydrodynamic flow is required. On the other hand, Mach-cone
shock waves and non-vanishing "triangularity" of the initial geometry have been proposed to
explain the conical emission on the away side. Several speakers showed that initial energy density
fluctuations which evolve hydrodynamically give rise to features in two-particle correlations that
are qualitatively consistent with the data. Fluctuations in the overlap geometry of participating
nucleons can give rise to higher moments of the flow; in particular, a large "triangular flow" can
yield features like the near-side ridge and away-side double-peak in the two-particle correlations.

The purpose of the workshop was to bring together experts, both theorists and experimentalists, to
examine all aspects of the experimental data and of current theoretical approaches, both on pt
triggered and untriggered particle correlations. Some of the questions to be addressed at the
workshop were:

• What do we learn about the properties of the dense medium and of the initial state from multi
particle correlations? What quantitative information can one extract from comparisons of
models to data?

• What do we learn about the properties of the dense medium and of the initial state from multi
particle correlations? What quantitative information can one extract from comparisons of
models to data?

• How well do the initial fluctuation models describe both the pt-triggered and untriggered two
particle correlation data?

• Do the ridges observed in pt-triggered and untriggered correlations originate from the same
physics?

• How can experiments separate triangular flow and non-flow?



Approximately 70 theorists and experimentalists gathered at the workshop. There were 7
experimental overview talks and 18 theoretical talks. There were many focused and intense
discussions. The talks and the discussions were very helpful to sharpen our thinking and improve
our understanding. While differences of opinions of course still exist, there was a general consensus
on the following points:

• Initial fluctuations in the collision geometry and energy density are naturally expected.

• These initial fluctuations can generate event-by-event harmonic "flows" of any order. The first
four to five harmonic orders appear to be important while higher harmonics are damped by
coarse graining effects.

• Decomposing final-state particle correlations into Fourier harmonics is helpful but offers only
partial insight into the physics. The question about mixing of flow and nonflow contributions to
various harmonics has to be taken up.

• The physics of the initial-state long-range fluctuations is of fundamental interest on its own.

Are the correlations a manifestation of high-energy QCD evolution, and perhaps of semi-hard flux
tubes of longitudinal color-electric and magnetic fields? Are they high energy density hot spots?
Are flux tube fluctuations and hot spots the same thing? Should their effects on final state
measurements be considered as hydrodynamic flow or as intrinsic correlations? Do the correlations
arise at leading order in Nc? Is the Balitsky-Kovchegov equation sufficient to understand two
particle correlations or is it necessary to consider evolution of more general n-point functions?
These were some of the questions that were brought up at the workshop and which are expected to
advance our understanding through future work.

The workshop participants generally expressed that the workshop was very timely and seeded
further development. We were somewhat unlucky with the East Coast weather that delayed several
participants but, nevertheless, we had a good program and discussions. Special thanks to all
speakers and participants for making the workshop so successful; to our workshop coordinator,
Pamela Esposito, for her tireless efforts and professional planning; and, of course, to everybody at
RBRC for "making it possible."

Adrian Dumitru, Denes Molnar, Fuqiang Wang
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Shoulder & ridge PT spectra vs. P+P
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v2{2p}, v3{2p} from two particle correlations
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v3{2p}/E3
PHENIX Dreliminal
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How Much Is Medium Flow}
How Much Is Jet-medium Interaction:

An Experimental Perspective

Fuqiang Wang

Purdue University
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Fourier Fit Harmonic Parameters
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What are the Fourier Harmonics?

• Two-particle Correlation =Vn{2} = flow + nonflow

Indirect correlation (flow background):
1 + 2Vl,flowCOS(L1<p) + 2V2,flowco~(2L1<p) + 2V3,flowcos(3L1<p) + 2V4,flowcos(4~<t»

Direct correlation (nonflow signal):
1 + 2V1,nfCOS(~<P) + 2V2/nfCOs(2~<p) + 2V3,nfcOs(3~<t» + 2V4,nfCOs(4~<p)

• To interpret the fitted Fourier harmonics solely as flow is a
leap of faith, not a due scientific process.

DATA - Fitted Harmonics Vn{2} =ZERO signal, by definition.

Assume nonflow=O ~ then signal=O, i.e. Result = Assumption.
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Path forward
Indirect correlation (flow background):

1 + 2V1 flowCOS(~<p) + 2V2 flowcos(2~<p) + 2V3flowCos(3~<p) + 2V4flowCos(4~<p}
/ / / 1

Direct correlation (nonflow signal):
1 + 2V1 nfCOS(~<P) + 2V2 nfcos(2~<p) + 2V3 nfcos(3Ll<p) + 2V4nfcos(4~<p}

1 / 1 /

Flow (background) and nonflow (signal) mayor may not have the
same functional form. Even if same shape, we should be able to

tell them apart, because flow is related to RP, nonflow is not.

• From single measurement of two-particle correlation, one
cannot determine two unknowns: flow and nonflow correlation.

• Need external information: flow measurements from two- and
four-, and six-particle correlations.
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Summary
• Two-particle correlations contain both flow and nonflow

CORREl SIGNAL + COR-REl BKGD = NONFl.OW + FLOW

Two-particle correlation alone cannot separate the two.

• Need external measurements of flow and nonflow
- v2 : flow + nonflow
- v3 : flow + nonflow
- Other harmonics

Hopeful by 2-, 4-, and 6-particle correlations.
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Odd harmonics = 0
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Important Consequences for:

Decomposition of correlation functions
-The Ridge?
- Shoulder?
- Mach Cones ?

I--'

VI

The initial collision
geometry is "lumpy"

No particular symmetry
Vn+1 :j:. 0 (event-by-event)

Do higher-order flow
harmonics (odd & even)

provide a constraint for the
extraction of E snd n/s?

Roy A. Lacey, Stony Brook University



Eccentricity Moments
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Correlation between lIJ n Planes?
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Eccentricity Moments

Roy A. Lacey, Stony Brook University
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Eccentricity Moments
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Initial state fluctuations,
2-particle correlations and

hydrodynamic flow
The system-size dependence of elltiptic flow and event-by-event flow fluctuations, as
well as theoretical considerations, support the idea of event-by-event fluctuations in
the geometry and/or energy-density distributions in the initial state of heavy-ion
collisions. In transport models and hydrodynamic calculations, such fluctuations
naturally lead to higher order Fourier components of the final state azimuthal
distributions.This is reflected in two-particle correlation functions and contributes to
phenomena that were previously regarded as distinct from those related to
hydrodynamic flow (ridge, cone, head, shoulder, etc). We argue that a consistent
treatment of all flow components is necessary before attempting to attribute
observed correlation structures to the presence of novel/unexplained "non-flow"
correlations.

Gunther Roland
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• Experimental evidence for Glauber-like
geometry fluctuations

• Flow is more than just V2

• Can we make data/theory comparisons
more "efficient"?

• Fourier decomposition vs ridge, cone, shoulder,
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Abstract

Event-by-event hydrodynamics, with fluctuating initial conditions, has shown to nicely reproduce
several features of experimentally observed quantities in high-energy nuclear collisions. Here we
discuss how it may help to understand, in a unified way, the various structures observed in the
long-range two-particle correlations.
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1. Introduction

In hydrodynamic approach of nuclear collisions, it is assumed that, after a complex process
involving microscopic collisions of nuclear constituents, at a certain early instant a hot and dense
matter is formed, which would be in local thermal equilibrium. This state is characterized by
some initial conditions (IC), usually parametrized as smooth distributions of thermodynamic
quantities and four-velocity (see, for instance, [2, 3]). However, since our systems are small,
important event-by-event fluctuations are expected in real collisions. Also, if the thermalization
is verified at very early time, they should be very bumpy. In previous works, we introduced
fluctuating Ie in hydrodynamics [4,5], by using NEXUS event generator [6], and showed im
portant effects on several observables, In this paper, we briefly survey some of the previous
results [4, 7, 8, 9] and then discuss more recent results on long-range two-particle correlations.

2. Some consequences of fluctuating initial conditions

In Figure 1, we show the energy-density distribution in a typical event of fluctuating IC,
generated by NeXuS [6] for a central Au-Au collision at 200A GeV.Observe that the distribution
is very bumpy, as expected in real collisions, having a tubular structure in 1].
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Figure I: NEXUS Fluctuating Initial Conditions.

Some consequences of such high-energy-density spots have been discussed in [7]. Because
of high concentration of energy in small regions, each tube would suffer a violent explosion,
expanding isotropically (in transverse directions). If such a tube is at the surface of the matter,
certainly the outgoing part of this matter would appear, producing high-PT particles, which would
be isotropically distributed in the momentum space. Thus, first we expect that high-PT part of
the PT spectra is enhanced when fluctuating IC are used in our computations. in comparison
with the results with averaged (smooth) Ie. In the second place, we expect that the elliptic flow
coefficient < V2 > suffers reduction as we go to high-p- region, due to the additional high-p
isotropic components included now. Here, we are talking about effects of hot spots and not of
the fluctuation, which makes V2 coefficient larger in more central windows because it makes the
eccentricity bigger [10]. As for the TJ dependence of V2, we know that the average matter density
decreases as ITJI increases as reflected in the TJ distribution of charged particles, so when such a
blob is formed in the large-lnl regions, its effects appear more enhanced. Therefore, we expect
considerable reduction of V2 in those regions. All these features have explicitly been verified
in [7]. Another effect of small high-energy-density spots in the IC is manifested in the smaller
HBT radii, as compared with the case of the smooth averaged Ie. [9]. This has been shown both
by using the Cooper-Frye prescription [l1J, and by the continuous-emission one [12].
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Besides the effects of high-energy-density spots, fluctuations of IC imply evidently fluc
tuations of the resulting observable quantities. Such fluctuations become quite large in the
anisotropic-flow parameter V2 [13,8], as has been effectively verified by experiments [14, 15].

3. Two-particle correlations in hydrodynamic approach

One of the most striking results in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the existence of struc
tures in the two-particle correlations [16, 17, 18, 19,20,21] plotted as function of the pseudo
rapidity difference /1'1 and the angular spacing l1ifJ. The so-called ridge has a narrow l1ifJ located
around zero and a long /11] extent. The other structure located opposite to the trigger has a sin
gle or double hump in l1ifJ; its 1117 extent is not well established. In an earlier work, [22], we
presented evidence that hydrodynamic approach reproduces all such structures in heavy-ion col
lisions. In [22], the events computed by using the hydrodynamic code SPheRIO [5], starting
from event-by-event fluctuating IC, generated by NeXus [6], were analyzed in a similar way
to the experimental ones, in particular the ZYAM method was used to remove effects of el
liptic flow. We later developed a different method to remove elliptic flow from our data and
checked that all structures are indeed exhibited and other features well reproduced (dependence
on the trigger- or associated-particle transverse momentum, centrality, in-plane/out-of-plane trig
ger, etc) [23, 24, 25, 26].

3.1. Mechanism ofridge formation - one-tube model

As seen in Fig. 1, each NEXUS IC is very complicated, so difficult to visualize how various
structures in the two-particle correlations are generated. In order to clarify the origin of the ridge
structures, we introduced in [23] a simplified model which would allow to follow closely the
time development of the fluid in the vicinity of one of the high-energy-density tubes. Evidently,
only those tubes located close to the surface of the hot matter can contribute to the correlations.
Thus, in our simplified model, we replace the complex bulk of the hot matter by the average over
many events, leaving just one typical tube close to the surface, like the one on the line 1 of Fig. 1,
right. To simplify the computation, the longitudinal expansion is assumed boost-invariant and
the transverse expansion is computed numerically (see details in [23]).
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Figure 2: Temporal evolution of energy density for the one-tube model (times: 1.0, 3.5 and 8.5 fm). Arrows indicate
fluid velocity on the freeze out surface. thicker curve labeled by the freeze out temperature 0.14 GeV

Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the hot matter in this model. As seen, pressed by
the violent expansion of the high-energy-density tube, the otherwise isotropic radial flow of the
background is deflected and guided into two well defined directions, symmetrical with respect to
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the initial tube position. Notice that the flow is clearly non-radial in these regions. The resultant
single-particle angular distributions for two different PT-intervals are plotted in Fig. 3, left. As
expected they show symmetrical two-peak structures. From this plot, we can easily guess how
the two-particle angular correlation will be. The trigger particle is more likely to be in one of
the two peaks. We first choose the left-hand side peak. The associated particle is more likely
to be also in this peak i.e. with!1¢J = 0 or in the right-hand side peak with !1¢J ~ +2. If we
choose the trigger particle in the right-hand side peak, the associated particle is more likely to
be also in this peak i.e. with A¢ = 0 or in the left-hand side peak with A¢ ~ -2. So the final
two particle angular correlation must have a large central peak at A¢ :::0 and two smaller peaks
respectively at A¢ ~ ±2. Figure 3 (right) shows that this is indeed the case. We have checked
that this structure is robust by studying the effect of several parameters of the model [23].
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Figure 3: Angular distributions of particles in some different PT intervals (left) and resulting two-particle correlations
(right), in the one-tube model.

As stressed above, the one-tube boost-invariant model has been introduced just to clarify the
mechanism of ridge-structure formation. However, it is remarkable that this simple model can
describe well so many characteristics observed in experiments. For a more realistic simulation,
we should consider more complex events such as NeXus events and average over the fluctuations.
For an event like the one shown in Fig. 1, only the outer tubes need to be considered. The shape
of the two-particle correlations for a single tube (in particular the peak spacing) is relatively
independent of its features so the various tubes will contribute with rather similar two-peaks
emission pattern at various angles in the single-particle angular distribution. For this single
event, the two-particle correlation has a well-defined main structure similar to that of a single
tube (Fig. 3) surrounded by several other peaks and depressions due to trigger and associated
particles corning from different tubes. When averaged over many randomly fluctuating events
these interference terms disappear and only the main one-tube like structure is left. The main
advantage of this interpretation of ridge structures is that it involves essentially only the surface
of the hot matter. The complexity of the kernel does not influence.

3.2. In-plane/out-of-plane effect

Data have been obtained of two-particle correlation in non-central (20-60% centrality) Au--Au
collisions at 200 A GeV, fixing the azimuthal angle (¢Js) of the trigger particle [27}. As seen in
Fig. [4J, what is remarkable in these data is the change of the away-side structure from a single
hump one to a double-hump one as ¢s goes from 00 (in-plane) to 90 (out-of-plane) with respect
to the event plane. This behavior is more clearly seen in higher-p- data. We have already dis
cussed this kind of correlation in some previous publications [23, 24}. Here, we present a more
quantitative comparison with data.
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This behavior can be understood also in our one-tube model. However, in this case, we
have to replace the symmetrical background of Fig. 2 with an elliptical one as shown in Fig. 5,
left. Computing the single-particle angular distributions for different tube position, we see that
when <Ptube approaches 90°, the elliptic flow is enhanced as shown in Fig. 5, middle, because
of the additional increase in the assymmetry caused by the high-energy tube. This excess of
back-to-back correlation, as compared with the average, is the origin of one-peak structure in the
awayside for the case of in-plane triggers. Such a kind of effect does not exist for the out-of-plane
triggers.
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See more details on the in-plane/out-of-plane effect within one-tube model, in the contribu-
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tion by R. Andrade to the ISMD2010 Proceedings [28].

4. Conclusions

Hydrodynamic approach starting from e-b-e fluctuating initial conditions, with high-energy
density tubes, has shown to reproduce several features of experimentally observed quantities.
With regard to the long-range two-particle correlations, it gives a unified picture for the nearside
and awayside structures as observed experimentally. A high-density tube located close to the
surface of the hot matter divides the flow coming from inside into two currents, producing two
peak angular distribution. This two-peak distribution is the origin of both the nearside and the
awayside ridges. In non-central collisions (20 - 60% centralities), tubes close to 90° with respect
to the event plane enhance the elliptic flow, producing additional back-to-back correlations with
the in-plane triggers (rps - 0°). Such an effect does not exist in the case of out-of-plane triggers
(¢s - 90°).
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The Rise and Fall of the Ridge in
Heavy/on Collisions
Based on arxiv:1102.1403
Paul Sorensen

I show how the fluctuations in
initial eccentricity can explain the
centrality dependence of two
particle correlations. The success
of this picture in describing the
ridge yield vs centrality in detail
demonstrates that the ridge is
dominated by density fluctuations
in the initial overlap region which
are long-range in rapidity,
consistent with glasma flux-tubes
for example.



Why Are Higher Harmonics Interesting?
Higher harmonics probes smaller length-scales.

Monte Carlo Glauber

A. M6csy
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Gaussian shape of (£2n,part) should give rise to Gaussian vs Li.<p

Shift to center of mass (x)=(y)=O means (£1,part)=O. This leads to a
negative cos(Ll<p) term

-cos(Li.<p) term should have the same centrality dependence as the near
side peak (as seen in data)



Predicting the 'Minijet' A1 from Fluctuations
Are correlations really dominated by the initial lumpiness?

prediction for "minijet" amplitude
from density fluctuations

Al = Poc£~art,3 /0.039
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LHC Predictions: Results

ALICE: Phys. Rev. Lett. 105,252302 (2010)
STAR: Phys. Rev. C 72, 014904 (2005)

Fit function from Knudsen number analysis
Drescher, et. al. Phys. Rev. C 76:024905, 2007
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A1 (ridge amplitude) will be much larger at the LHC: driven
by multiplicity and flow

"Rise and fall of the ridge will be present at all energies: it's
a feature of the nuclear geometry
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Conclusions

Several pieces of evidence now demonstrate that the low PT
ridge comes from initial geometry

• The amplitude of the "minijet" peak can be predicted
from participant eccentricity
• The correspondence of the near-side amplitude and the
away-side -cos term can be explained
• Narrowing in azimuth explained by flow

Predictions provided for LHC as a check of this explanation

vn{2}2/£2part,n is an observable rich in information about the
system created in heavy-ion collisions (eg. mean-tree-path)
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Bjorn Schenke
Physics Department, Bldg. 510A, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA

in collaboration with Sangyong Jeon and Charles Gale
Department of Physics, McGill University, 3600 University Street, Montreal, Quebec, H3A 2TB, Canada

Event-by-event Hydrodynamic Description of Anisotropic Flow and
Correlations at RHIC and LHC

I present results for the elliptic and triangular flow coefficients in Au-Au collisions at ...;s = 200 AGeV and ...;s = 2.76 ATeV
using event-by-event (3+1)D viscous hydrodynamic simulations. I study the effect of initial state fluctuations and finite viscosities
on the flow coefficients V2 and V3 as functions of transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity. Fluctuations are essential to
reproduce the measured centrality dependence of elliptic flow. I also present first results on final state ~'fJ - ~1> correlations
from D=3+1 viscous hydrodynamic simulations. Using initial "hot tubes" leads to a ridge and double bump structure on the
away-side after subtracting the elliptic flow contribution.
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MUScl for Ion Collisions:
B. Schenke, S. Jean, and C. Gale Phys. Rev. C82, 014903 (2010), arXiv:1 004.1408

MUSCl '.: Upstream Centered Scheme for Conservation Laws

• 3+1 dimensions and T - 'rJ coordinates

• Finite shear viscosity (2nd order Israel Stewart) and ideal

• Event-by-event!

• Kurganov Tadmor algorithm.
(Low numerical viscosity, good for large gradients)

• Cooper-Frye.freeze-out
with s~f>histicated freeze-out surface construction

• Includes different equations of state including the latest from
Huovinen and Petreczky (Lattice-QGD)
p. Huovinen and P. Petreczky, Nucl. Phys. A837, 26-53 (2010)



Initialization:

• Sample Woods-Saxon distributions
to determine all nucleon positions

• Overlap those distributions using impact parameter b

~
w

b is sampled from P(b)db == 2bdb/(b~ax - b~in)

• Nucleon-nucleon collision occurs if distance is < vi(JNN /1r
• At position of collision add 2D-Gaussian energy density

distribution with width eTa.
For now we use eTa == 0.4 fm.
Assume elongated hot spots in rapidity, "hot tubes".



We can see the effect of viscosity in event-by-event slmutationst
B. Schenke, S. Jean, and C. Gale, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 042301 (2011)
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0-5% central

• event-by-event fluctuations
important!
(average initial conditions give
wrong centrality dependence)

• Viscosity is very low.
The lower bound of
viscosity/entropy density
conjectured from AdS/eFT
duality is
77/s == 1/41r ~ 0.08

B. Schenke, S. Jean, and C. Gale, PRL 106,042301 (2011)
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Experimental data: J. Adams et al. (STAR), Phys.Rev.C72, 014904 (2005)
A. Adare et al. (PHENIX), Phys.Rev.Lett.105,062301 (2010)



Untriggered ~TJ - ~rjJ correlations
from viscous hydro.

Fourier decomposition, subtract
the elliptic flow component:

5o 1 234
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Hot spots, harmonic flow, dihadron
and v-hadron correlations in high

energy heavy-ion collisions

Guo-Liang Ma

Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences

Abstract: Collective expansion due to parton rescattering will translate the initial geometric irregularities into harmonic
flow in momentum space. The harmonic flows significantly enhance double-peak structure for di-hadroe.cotrelaticra
The current measured di-hadron correlation should consists of to three main parts: harmonic flow background,hot
spots and jet-medium interaction. Hot spots look like tubes, which generate ridge-likestructurelongttudinallyinAu
+Au collision at RHIC energy. v-hadron correlation is weaker than di-hadron correlation for-double-peak snucture,
which is proposed as a golden probe to study jet-medium interaction because of zero flow forv,

This work is in collaboration with Hanlin Li, Fuming Liu, Xin-Nian Wang.cmdYan.,Zh.u:;,
based on arXiv: 1006.2893 and 1011.5249.

RBRC Workshop, BNL, Feb. 2-4, 2011 ~--p If i ".S' t.t '*~ to"if"~.
SINAP 1,"<tnlllla~ Ins"t\lt~ofAppI"!d I'byms, O!in<!'l¢,"~my of S!;$1:eS



different flow components as
function of PT

Note: lIJ2 and lJ)3 is the minor axis of
participant eccentricity and
triangularity, instead of reaction plane
axis, which makes v2 and v3 nonzero
even for b=O fm Au+Au collisions.

t'3 ;;; (cos(3(q, - Vt3»).
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..1..."\ = ,
~. 3
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2
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-The initial geometry asymmetry induces elliptic and triangular flow etc.,
even for most central Au+Au collisions (b=Ofm).



di-hadron correlation and flow
Vn BG (n=2,3,4...)

• .• ..•.• constant %YAM BG removed

-- flow ZYAM 8G removed
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·Vn BG significantly affects the shape and magnitude of
di-hadron correlation.
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-Hot spots can form a double hump on away side, but the magnitude is less than that of
full jet by about 400/0.
-Soft hot spots, which consist of soft partons from strings, present a weak double hump.

-The dihadron correlation from smoothed initial condition becomes almost flat.

-It is difficult to extract dihadron correlation from dijets (and jet-induced medium excitation)
alone.

di-hadron correlations in different mechanisms
(Note: v l-vS BG have been removed)

iI

r"l Au+Au 200 GeV (b::O fm) - full
: ! -----. hot spots

-, trig! PT > 2.5 GeV/c - .-.-. soft hot spots

: 1 < p;.-o < 2 GeV/c smoothed
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1<y<3 fm
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dihadron and v-hadron

--- dl-hadron (constant BG removed)

--- dl-hadron (flow BG removed)

9- y-hadron

p~<h)> 4 GeVIc J P~(l) ltd 16 GeV/c
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-Di-hadron correlation (full) becomes less but still different from
v-hadron correlation after removing v« flow BG.
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The near-sidelong range correlation
structure in two particle number

correlations at RHIC

L. C. De Silva
for the STAR collaboration

University of Houston

Motivation of study

- Triggered and un-triggered data in 200GeV Au+Au
collisions

Data and cuts

Correlation measure

Centrality dependent evolution

Momentum dependent evolution

Fit function and alterations

Comparison to theory

Summary

*AR



Untriggered correlation plots - centrality evolution
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• Disappearance of long range correlation ("ridge") at high pT
• Emergence of "Jet" like (unmodified jet?) at high pT



Do we need v3 to describe the same side structure
I I

STAR preliminary
Cu+Cu 200GeV
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• The projections indicate that the v3 contribution to the long range correlation on the
same side is relatively small compared to a 20 Gaussian
• Furthermore the centrality dependence indicate that the v3 contribution is less
relevant in more peripheral bins
• The sharp amplitude and L1'1 width evolution follow a smoother evolution when v3
taken in to account
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Asymmetric 20 Gaussian momentum dependence
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STAR preliminary

• Both systems follow similar trends Au+Au 200GeV

• Au+Au 200GeV data show that the "ridge" yield approaches zero at high
pT

Symmetric 20 Gaussian momentum dependence
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• Extracted width indicates that the observed "jet" like
peak could be in fact an unmodified jet peak

• Further studies are required (amplitude, volume
and efficiency corrections) to draw any conclusions
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Summary and conclusions
• Centrality dependence

Determined a complex fit function to account for all the contribution to the two particle
correlation structure (Triggered + untriggered, same side and away side)

Tested the applicability of a v3 term to describe the llfl elongated correlation structure on
the same side (Uridge")

v3 contribution on the long range structure is relatively small, an asymmetric 20 Gaussian
alone can describe the same side structure within STAR acceptance

Little evidence on away side for a v3 term (no double hump structure in residuals)

GGG + radial flow model which yield an asymmetric 20 Gaussian describes the data in
terms of amplitude and ll<t> width

The inclusion of a v31eads to a non zero v2 term in central collisions

• Momentum dependence

We observe the emergence of a symmetric jet like peak (unmodified?) on the same side

The relative jet yield gets much larger compared to the ridge at high pT
long range correlation amplitude drops by an order of magnitude

In the eGG + radial flow picture the jet-bulk correlation contribution seems to be small
(mostly jet-jet and bulk-bulk correlations)
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Conical correlations phenomenology

Giorgio Torrieri", Barbara Betz", Miklos Gyu lassy''

a FIAS,JW Goethe Universitat, Frankfurt, Germany

b Physics department, Columbia University, New York

After motivating the study of hard-soft correlations in terms of Mach cones,
we give an overview of other physical processes capable of producing such
correlations. We then attempt to devise experimental observables capable
of distinguishing between these scenarios
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Experiment:lf we lower trigger, away-side peak reappears and it looks like a
Mach cone! But ...

• Hydrodynamics, even perfect hydrodynamics, is not enough to get a
Mach cone. "Textbook" Mach-cone an unrealistic semplification

Collective flow
Energy deposition
Non-linear corrections
Freeze-out

• Alternative explanations do exist

Fluctuations of the jets
Fluctuations of the background focused by transverse flow

Freezeout
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Hotspots can be parametrized as triangular flow B.Alver,G.Roland

Ridges and cones in this scenario come from "fake" jets!

• No heavy quark correlations

• No dijet correlations (trigger bias?

• Correlations disappear if trigger pr increased (trigger bias?)



Barbara Betz, Jorge Noronha, GT , Miklos Gyulassy, Dirk H. Rischke,
Phys.Rev.Lett.105:222301,2010.
Sum over jet paths can generate conical signal where there was none
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But cone nevertheless fake: Mach's law is NOT obeyed. A "subsonic"

heavy quark jet also generates a cone



Coalescence can also generate conical signal where there was none
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A "phenomenological" summary table

Signature Real Mach Flow f1uct Jet fluct reco
Heavy quarks 0 x 0 0

Mach's law 0 x x x
Dijets Trigger Bias? x 0 x

high
Trigger Bias? 0PT >< x

Meson/Baryon x x x 0
0"1 I 3-particles 0 0 x x.,J:::.

Mach cones,Vheaby quark jet < Cs X 0 0 0
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Joern Putschke (Yale University)

The "hlqh-p-" ridge at RHIC

A summary of measurements concerning the hlqh-pr ridge at RHIC were

presented with an emphasis on the possible connection of the ridge

properties with pOCO jet properties. 2+1 triggered correlation studies imply

that if one selects a hiqh-pr "di-jet" neither ridge nor mach-cone like effects

are measured on the near- and the away-side. Collision energy dependent

ridge measurements (62 vs. 200 GeV) revealed that the ridge to Jet ratio

seems to be independent on energy. The reduced jet-like yield at 62 GeV is
explained in terms of jet kinematics. Furthermore the ridge yield as function of
collision energy seems to scale with RAA. Overall the combination of system

size and collision energy dependent ridge measurements should be able to

constrain further the origin of the ridge phenomena.



Ridge yield vs. Pt,trig in Au+Au
STAR Phys . Rev. C80:064912 (2009)

PI,assoc. > 2 GeV

Ridge
~ 0.2·
"t'J

>-~ 0.18
0.16 '

0\
0\

0.14

0.12

0.1

0.08

0.06

..
t

Q))
0.04

0.02~ .. Au+Au central, ZYAM normalization

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5

Pt,trig [GeV/c]

Ridge yield persists to highest trigger p, ~ correlated to jet production

Ridge only in Au+Au (not present in p-p or d-Au or peripheral Au+Au)

Jorn Putschke, RikenlBNL WS, 2011



Ridge characteristics

0'\
.....:J

• ridge approx. independent on ~ll

• ridge persists up to highest trigger p,

~ correlated to jet production

• ridge spectrurn>- "bulk-like"

• ridge energy roughly a few GeV (not shown)

• no significant PIO trigger dependence (not shown)

• 81M (pin, NKOs) ratio in ridge,..., inclusive 81M ratio"

• jet di-hadron fragmentation function

after subtracting the ridge contributions

comparable to d+Au

Interesting from the high-pT point of view:
Are we seeing vacuum fragmentation after
energy loss on the near-side in central
Au+Au collisions with the lost energy
deposited in the ridge?

Jam Putschke, RikenIBNL WS, 2011

STAR Au+Au 0-10%, RHIC, US (-Om)
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Di-jet (2+1) correlations in Au+Au
STAR to be published (2011)

T1: PT>5GeV/c T2: PT>4GeV/c A: PT>1.5GeV/c

---.- d+Au, same-etee

4' I •
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! I ,• I
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00

Di-jet measurements suggest that neither the widths in ~'t1 and ~<I> (ridge/mach
cone) are modified nor the yields are suppressed and comparable to d+Au

Surviving (di-jet) pairs at high p, seem to favor conditions with small energy loss

~ Ridge correlated with energy loss !(?)

Jarn Putschke, Riken/BNl WS, 2011



Energy dependence: Jet/Ridge 62 vs. 200 GeV
C. Nattrass (STAR), QM'2008 (to be published)

3.0 GeV/c < p/rigger 6.0 GeV/c; 1.5 GeV/c < Prassociated < Prtrigger

0.22 h-h 0.45
\jS;;=200 GeV, ~T1I<O.7

0.4r Ridge0.2 .Au+Au~=200GeV

0.18
D Cu+Cuvs;,-;:;=200 GaV

~.35• d+A~=200 GaV 200 GeV
CD 0.16 ..Au+Auvs;;;.=62 GeV en

7' •• "
'.5 0.3C) 9Cu+Cu~"'62GeV

~ 0.25
g)0.14

9· ?
.t:;
.:t::= 0.12 Gi"C

t .~ 0.2Cii 0.1
.~

62GeV &0.15..,0.08
0\ (I)

Jet "C
0.1\0 ..., 0.06

¢ +¢ 9 a:
0.04 0.05
0.02

°0
10 10 2 <Npart> 101

/
200GeV /

•

62GeV

R preliminary

102 <Npart>

nwx2

• Jet yield significantly smaller in 62 GeV vs. 200 GeV

• Ridge yield also suppressed in 62 GeV vs. 200 GeV

• Ridge/Jet ratio comparable in 62 and 200 GeV

Jorn Putschke, RikenlBNL WS, 2011 Remark: Significantly increased statistics in Au-Au 62 GeV on tape! Also 39 GeV available + LHCI



Ridge 62 vs. 200 GeV in the context of jet quenching

.. ~=200 GeV (STAR)

• ~=62 GeV (STAR)

3.0 GeV/c < pl,gger 6.0 GeV/c

1.5 GeV/c < PTaSsoclated < p/igger

f
+

+
t

0.2

0.15

0.25

l'C 0.4'
"i
·~0.35
G)
Q

:2 0.3
Q:

JetlRidge ratio approx. independent on collision energy!

Suppressed jet yield in 62 GeV described by pOCO kinematics

~ Ridge correlated with pOCO jet properties/quenching and trigger bias !?

OR just coincidence !1

At same vs and similar Npart

Ridge(CuCu)=Ridge(AuAu)
and RAA(CUCu)=RAA(AuAu)

Does the ridge scales with a quantity
closer related to energy loss? RAA ?

-.......l
o

But at similar Npart for AuAu

Ridge(62):;tRidge(200), but
RAA(62):;tRAA(200)

0.1r:- Data:
RNt 200 GeV: Adams et at, PhysRevLett.91:172302,2003

0.05 t- RAA 62 GV: Abelev et al, PhysLett.B655:104-113,2007

Ridge 200 & 62 GeV: Ci Nattrass, STAR preliminary, QM08
.i

00

Ridge yield seems to scale with RAA-+ Ridge caused by/scales with
jet-quenching/parton energy loss !(1)

Not so fast: so does dNldy (background) V5 V5

Jom Putschke, RikenlBNL WS, 2011



Discussion

Energy dependence at similar Npart :

Jet/Ridge(200)=Jet/Ridge(62)

Jet(200):t:Jet(62} (pOCD) (x2)

Ridge(62)=t:Ridge(200) (.....x2)

dN/dy(62)~dN/dy(200) (,.."x1.5)

v2(62)=V2(200)

(also expected for Vn terms)

At similar RAA:

~
\

Similar RAA and dN/dy
but different geometry (Vn)!
If Ridge is purely background (Vn)
-+ Ridge yield should be different !?

System-size at sarnevs and similar Npart :

Jet/Ridge(CuCu)=Jet/Ridge(AuAu)

Jet(CuCu)=Jet(AuAu)

Ridge(CuCu)=Ridge(AuAu)

dN/dy(CuCu)=d N/dy(AuAu)

V2(CUCU);t:V2(AuAu) (--x2)

(also expected for Vn terms)

Jet/Ridge(200)=t:Jet/Ridge(62)

Jet(200)=t:Jet(62) (pOCD) (x2)

Ridge(62)=Ridge(200)

dN/dy(62)=dN/dy(200}

v2(62)=t:V2(200) (different Npart)

Can we test this (Jet&Ridge) at LHC dNldy > 2x but RAA
similar and more precise at 62 (and 39) GeV at RHIC!?

-.......l-

Jam Putschke, RikenlBNL WS, 2011
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Ridges and Di-jets front Color Glass Condensate

J amal J alilian-Marian

We consider- 2-hadron correlations in high energy
pp, pA and AA collisions using the Color Glass
Condensate formalism. The predictions of the
formalism in qualitative agr-eemerrt with the data.

t:3 It is shown that the dipole approximation fails and
one needs to solve the JIMWLK equation.



multiple scatterings
"'Cronin .,., etteet

.-. IJt
~....rUM Pt broadening

......:J

.,J::..

evolution with In (1/X) l1li> suppression
"Leading tusist" rtuelear shadousinq

effective deqrees offreedom:
Wilson line V (Xt) r-e-sums rnultipie scatterings

CC;(~;observables are expressed in terms oj"
t "" sati!ifythe< Tr V·· · V .> .. JIMWLKequation:

Re-SU111S In l/X

< ... '> = aceraqe ouer color charges (Gaussian uieiqht)
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Hoio large are the terms missed b,y dipole approximation ?

y\lJlat is their ellergy dependence ?

ytl1zat is the role ofnon-Gaussian (quartic) initial conditions ?

need to solve JIMWLK equation
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Away-side Hadron Correlations
from NLO pQCD

Alejandro Ayala

Instituto de Ciencias Nucleares, UNAM

In collaboration with J. Jalilian-Marian, J. Magnin, A. Ortiz, Go Pale, M.E. Tejeda-Yeomans
PRL 104, 042301 (2010) and in progress
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pQCD: Au+Au vs p+p

• In Au+Au average Pr larger in shoulders than
in head

• Q: Are shoulders more jet-like than head?

• Q: Can it happen that in Au+Au there is a
chance to observe events where the structure
on the away side has two jets (originating
from a pQCD process) instead of only one?

• Q: If so, why such events are not seen in p+p?
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to get medium induced energy loss effects into 2 --} {2, 3} xsecs
we use modified pff proposed by Zhang et al [PRL98 (2007)]:

o.;«, Jlt2)

[
'Ll ]L " z; 0 I 2 Zg 0 I 2 - L. 0 2

=(l-e-(X')-,Dh/i(zi"J-L )+(,)-Dhfg(Zg,fL) +e {X)Vh/i(Zi,J-t)
Zi A Zi

l h t "I, d ' " f . f,7;. == i b. .6.E .) resca e momentum ractton 0,
1 ',tt- 'l!

the Ieadi ng parton with flavor i

z~ == (~) ;1:. rescaled momentum fraction of
1,

the radiated gluon

<.~) average number of scatterings

average radiative parton energy loss

!i.E cc (~f} Id f:: drLlT pg(T, v, + nT)
....,

most central collisions: b-.L == 0



2 ..2 and 2 .. 3 angular distribution of the away side hadron(s)
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path length dependence: 2--> 2 VS. 2 --> 3
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Conclusions

• We computed x-sect. for three hadron
production + energy loss to look for shape of
away side in Au+Au

~ • AuAu/pp larger in 2 >3 than in 2 >2

• Different path lengths of away side partons.

• Events with three jets should exists and one
could look for them. Three particle correlation
analysis.



Hydrodynamical evolution based on flux tube initial conditions:
Ridges in AA and pp scattering

K.Werner(a), Iu.Karpenkov'r", T.Pierog(c), M. BleicherCd), K. MikhailovCe)

(a) SUBATECH, University of Nantes - IN2P3/CNRS- EMN, Nantes, France
(b) Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev 143, 03680, Ukraine

(e) Karlsruhe Institute oj Technology (KIT), Institut [uer Kernphysik, Germany
(d) Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies (FIAS),

Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universitaet, Frankfurt am Main, Germany and

(e) Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics,
Moscow, 117218, Russia

One of the most important experimental results for AuAu scattering at RHIC
is the observation of a so-called "ridge" structure in 'the two particle correla
tion function versus the pseudorapidity difference 6."7 and the azimuthal angle
difference !:i.rjJ. One finds a strong correlation around !:i.cp = 0, extended over
many units in !:i."7. We show that a hydrodynamical expansion based on flux
tube initial conditions leads in a natural way to the observed structure. To
get this result, we have to perform an event-by-event calculation, because the
effect is due to statistical fluctuations of the initial conditions, together with
a subsequent collective expansion. More recently, very similar "ridge" struc
tures have been observed in proton-proton scattering at the LHC. Again, a
hydrodynamic calculation based on flux tube initial conditions explains the
phenomenon. This is a strong point in favour of a fluid-like behavior even in
pp scattering, where we have to deal with length scales of the order of 0.1 fm.
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IS Fluctuations, BNL, 02/2011 - Klaus WERNER, Subatech, Nantes - 0-9

After checking successfully hundreds of particle spectra in AuAu, we study

Interesting EbE features:
Bumpy structure of energy density in transverse plane,

but translational invariance
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IS F'luctuations~BNL~ 02/2011 - Klaus WERNER~ Subatech~ Nantes - 0-10

Leads to translational invariance of transverse flows
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give the same collective push
to particles produced at different values of 7]8
at the same azimuthal angle



IS Fluctuations, BNL, 02/2011 - Klaus WERNER, Subatech, Nantes - 0-11

=> ridge-structure in the dihadron correlation dN/ d~TJ d~¢ for free
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trigger particles with transverse momenta between 3 and 4 GeV/ c,
assoc particles with transverse momenta between 2 GeV/ c and Pt of the trigger,

in central Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV



IS .Fluctuations, BNL, 02/2011 - Klaus WERNER, Subatech, Nantes - 0-13

Our calculation provides a similar ridge structure in pp@7TeV
using particles with 1 < Pt < 3GeV/ c, for high multiplicity events
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IS Fluctuations, BNL, 02/2011 - Klaus WERNER, Subatech, Nantes - 0-14

Calculation without hydro => NO RIDGE

IR(~ll,~q» I
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hydrodynamical evolution "makes" the effect! HOW?
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ON ANGULAR CORRELATIONS IN
GLUON EMISSION.

Alex Kovner

University of Connecticut

We present a general, model independent argument demonstrating that gluons
produced in high energy hadronic collision are necessarily correlated in rapidity and also in
the emission angle. The strength of the correlation depends on the process and on the
structure/model of the colliding particles. In particular we argue that it is strongly affected
(and underestimated) by factorized approximations frequently used to quantify the effect.

with Misha Lublinsky
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I NAIVE PICTURE OF EIKONAl GlUON PRODUCTION I

LONG RANGE RAPIDITY CORRELATIONS COME FOR FREE WITH BOOST
INVARIANCE

INCOMING IP > IS BOOST INVARIANT: EXACTLY THE SAME GLUON
DISTRIBUTIONS AT Y 1 AND 1'2. AND THEY SCATTER ON EXACTLY THE SAME
TARGET

WHAT HAPPENS AT Y1 , HAPPENS ALSO AT Y2

TRUE CONFIGURATION BY CONFIGURATION IF THERE IS A "'CLASSICAL'"
AVERAGE FIELD IN THE PROJECTILE - FLUCTUATIONS ARE SMALL. BUT EVEN
OTHERWISE ONE CERTAINLY EXPECTS SOME LONG RANGE CORRELATIONS IN
RAPIDITY.

IF IT IS PROBABLE TO PRODUCE A GLUON AT Y1 , IT IS ALSO PROBABLE TO
PRODUCE GLUON AT Y 2

BUT EXACTLY BY THE SAME LOGIC THERE MUST BE ANGULAR
CORRELATIONS: IF THE FIRST GLUON IS MOST LIKELY TO BE SCATTERED
TO THE RIGHT, THE SECOND GLUON AT THE SAME IMPACT PARAMETER
WILL BE ALSO SCATTERED TO THE RIGHT
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I TWO GLUON INCLUSIVE PRODUCTION I

WE NEGLECT THE EVOLUTION BETWEEN THE TWO PRODUCED GLUONS

AND ALSO ASSUME DILUTE PROJECTILE

KEEP ONLY" 'CLASSICAL'" TERM

dN
dZpd2kd1]dt;, =< Aab(k, p)A*ab(k, p) > P,T

WITH
A.a\k, p) = j eikz+ipu

u,z! {f,(z -x]) [S(X]) - S(zwe pe(Xl) } { Ji(u - X2) [S(u) - S(X2)]bd pd(X2)}
.. :C1,X2

SQUARING THE AMPLITUDE

a 4 = j _., _ _eik(z-z)+ip(u-u) fez - Xl) . f(x1 - z) feu - X2) . f(X2 - u)
z,z,u,U'X1 ,:e1 ,XZ X2

x {p(xl)[st(xd - st(Z)][S(X1) - S(Z)]P(X1)} {P(X2)[St(U) - st(xz)][S(u) - S(X2)P(X2)}
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DDGJLV ARGUE FOR POSITIVE ANGULAR CORRELATIONS

INDEED DETAILS DON'T MATTER

0"4 = (O"l(k)O"l(p) >

CONFIGURATION BY CONFIGURATION (FOR FIXED CONFIGURATION OF
PROJECTILE CHARGES p AND FIXED TARGET FIELDS S)

O"l(k) = j _ _eik(z-z)j(Z-Xl).f(Xl-Z) {P(Xl)[St(Xl) - st(Z)][S(Xl) - S(Z)]P(Xl)}
Z,Z,Xl'Xl

crl(k) IS A NONTRIVIAL REAL FUNCTION OF k, WHICH HAS A MAXIMUM
AT SOME VALUE k = o« CLEARLY THEN THE TWO GLUON PRODUCTION
PROBABILITY CONFIGURATION BY CONFIGURATION HAS A MAXIMUM AT

k = p = qo

THE VALUE OF qo DEPENDS ON CONFIGURATION, BUT THE FACT THAT k AND
p ARE THE SAME DOES NOT.
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IHOW BIG IS THE EFFECT? I

TRANSVERSE CORRELATION LENGTH IN THE HADRON L ::=: ds
TO BE CORRELATED THE TWO GLUONS HAVE TO BE IN THE SAME INCOMING

STATE AND HAVE TO SCATTER OF THE SAME TARGET FIELD HAVE TO SIT
WITHIN ~X < i..: OF EACH OTHER.

THE CORRELATED PRODUCTION ex S/Q;,

WHILE THE TOTAL MULTIPLICITY ex S

[
d2N dN dNJ dN dN 1

d2pd2k - d2k d2p . / d2k d2p rv (Qr;ax)2Smin .
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I CONCLUSIONS I

GLUON PRODUCTION AT HIGH ENERGY LEADS NATURALLY TO RAPIDITY
CORRELATIONS (TRIVIALLY) AND ANGULAR CORRELATIONS (A LITTLE LESS
TRIVIALLY). THERE JUST HAVE TO BE MANY GLUONS SO THAT MORE THAN
ONE IS PRODUCED AT FIXED IMPACT PARAMETER (WITHIN ~b r-;» ds)

CORRELATIONS EXIST CONFIGURATION BY CONFIGURATION AND
THEREFORE GAUSSIAN AVERAGING VERY LIKELY UNDERESTIMATES THEM.
THERE IS NO REASON NOT TO HAVE CORRELATIONS AT LEADING ORDER
IN liNe.

"'CLASSICAL'" TERM LEADS TO THE STRONGEST CORRELATIONS - THUS
WE MAY EXPECT STRONGEST CORRELATIONS FOR NUCLEUS PROJECTILE
WHERE IT DOMINATES. ON THE OTHER HAND EFFECT BECOMES WEAKER
WITH INCREASING Qs. SO MAYBE ACTUALLY THE OTHER WAY ROUND - IT IS
STRONGEST FOR p - p IN A LIMITED RANGE OF ENERGIES?
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Fluctuating Hydrodynamics at RHIC

Derek Teaney

SUNY Stonybrook and RBRC Fellow

STeNY
BRt~(tK
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

• In collaboration with Van Li - http://arxiv.org/abs/1 010.1876



Interesting Two Particle Correlations at RHIC

• After flow subtraction see additional structures p~ig > 2.5 GeV

- known as the "ridge" and the "shoulder" and the "mach cone" at ±21T/ 3

1
-o 0.500

O~

4

<J¢ u ~

~i\-4

These structures are well described by cos(D..¢) and cos(3~¢)
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Triangularity explanation

• Many precursors - Takashi et al, Sorenson, AMPT predictions

• I will follow Alver & Roland

• On an event by event basis the initial energy density can be skewed

The triangular shape causes the distribution a triangular hydrodynamic response
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Outline:

1. Classify geometric fluctuations with cumulants

2. Determine the initial cumulants and their correlations with glauber

3. Calculate the hydrodynamic response to these cumulants

Give predictions
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Conclusions

• Fluctuations are fun - a new testing ground for hydro.

• Once we understand we can use it to constrain TJ / S

• Good stuff from my student Van Li

- Viscosity

- Non-linear corrections

- Multiple V2 planes from higher cumulants

Main message for today: measure (cos( cPo: - 3cP(3 + 2wp p )) !

Find the hot spots!
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From geometry fluctuations to harmonic flows

Guang-You Qin

Duke University

A systematic study of initial collision geometry fluctuations in relativistic
heavy ion collisions is presented. Within an event-by-event framework, the
time evolution of multipole moments of collision geometry through
different stages of fireball history and the correlation of the final harmonic
flows to the initial geometric anisotropies are analyzed. It is found that
although all initial spatial anisotropies are of the same rnagnitude, only the
lowest few flow coefficients survive after hydrodynamic evolution. The
correlation between odd and event moments is quantitatively studied
found to be small. The study sheds lights on how multipole moments of
initial collision geometry relate to measurable collective flows of the
hadronic final state and allows for improved constraints on the
determination of various transport properties of hot QeD matter produced
in high energy nuclear collisions.



Initial state fluctuations

Even moments are strongly correlated with 0 0.04'~'

RP, with one maximum along y direction
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Both initial geometry fluctuations and
initial vn fluctuations contribute to final
flow fluctuations

Initial momentum anisotropy Vn are
fluctuating (larger for smaller system)
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Pre-equilibrium phase

Gaussian smearing increase fluctuation
size, reduce the spatial anisotropies
(larger for higher moments)

Free streamingsmears the spatial
anisotropies (larger for higher moments)
Weak correlations between odd and
even moments
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From initial anisotropy to final flow

All final Vn fluctuations still present

High order Vn are quenched after
hydro

Initial en the same magnitude... -II e (t=O)
n

.-+E (t=t)n .)

~ *.£ rt=t G)-n\ C
.-.5 vn(t=tf)

... ~ 5 cr(v)

_..... ---._-r
."..."'" ~'..-.
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Response of vn to em

e--en=2
lI---n=3
.-+n=4
&.-· n=5
.. • 0=6

Weak response between mixed
moments
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Essentially linear response of Vn to en

(weaker response for higher moments)
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Transformation (response) matrix

vn(t = tf) = LMnm&m(t =0)+LNnmvm(t =0)
m m

V 2(tf )

V3(tf )

V4(tf )

•••

e2(O)
e3(O)
e4(O)

----.. P(M2.2.J
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+- .. P(M )ii23 ':
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o0.5
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Initial State Fluctuations and Triangular Flow

• Hannah Petersen, Duke University
in collaboration with G. Qin, S.A. Bass, B. Mueller, C. Coleman-Smith, R. Wolpert

We present a systematic study of the granularity of the initial state of hot and dense QeD
matter produced in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions and its influence on bulk
observables like particle yields, mT spectra and elliptic flow. For our investigation we use
a hybrid transport model, based on (3+1)d hydrodynamics and a microscopic Boltzmann
transport approach. The initial conditions are generated by a non-equiltbrtum hadronic
transport approach and the size of their fluctuations can be adjusted by defining a
Gaussian smoothing parameter 0.

As a response to the initial triangularity £3 of the collision zone, V3 is computed in a similar
way to the standard event-plane analysis for elliptic flow V2. It is found that the triangular
flow exhibits weak centrality dependence and is roughly equal to elliptic flow in most
central collisions. We also explore the transverse momentum and rapidity dependence of
V2 and V3 for charged particles as well as identified particles. All the expected features
(weak centrality dependence, flatness in pseudorapidity V3 is smaller than V2) can be
observed including fluctuating flux tube initial conditions, and ideal hydrodynamic
evolution and a hadronic afterburner.

Refs: arXiv: 1012.4629 & Phys.Rev. (82 (2010) 041901
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(UrQMD)

3) Freeze-out via

hadronic cascade

• Use advantages of transport and hydrodynamics and
create combined model

• The idea here: Fix the hydro evolution and freeze-out
7 learn something about the influence of different
initial conditions

via UrQMD

1) Non-equilibrium
I I

initial conditionsl1 2) Hydrodynamic
evolution

~

~

o

(H.P. et al., PRe 78:044901,2008, arXiv: 0806.1695) UrQMD-3.3p1 is available at
http://urqrnd.org



Initial State at RHIC
• Energy-, momentum- and baryon number densities are

mapped onto the hydro grid using for each particle

( )
_ (~) ~ 'Yz E _ (x - Xp)2 + (y - Yp)2 + (,z(z- zp))2

EX, Y, z - 3 P exp 22n ~ 2~J

• Main parameters are a and tstart' IY1<2
• Smooth but still event-by-event in contrast to averaging

over many fluctuating initial conditions
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Parameter Sensitivit}!..~_e_st_s _
Emulated N(Pi+) at mid rapidity
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tstart
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• Sophisticated statistical
analysis

• Emulator predicts results
of calculations for
parameter sets by means
of advanced statistics

• Number of pions in the
tstart- a plane

~ Determine reasonable
combinations of
parameters

Thanks to Chris Coleman-Smith,
MADAI collaboration (H.P. et al., arXiv: 1012.4629)
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b [fm]
• Hydrodynamic response stronger for elliptic flow

• Triangular flow exhibits only weak centrality dependence
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Tranverse Momentum Dependence
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dotted: central
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• Central Collisions: V2 =V3

• Mid-central collisions: V2= 2·V3

• Mass splitting for identified particles
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Barbara Betz

Department ofPnysics, Columbia University, New York, 10027, USA

Jets and Fluctuating Initial Conditions

While the 2nd Fourier harmonics of jet quenching have been thoroughly
explored in literature and shown to be insensitive to the underlying jet
path-length dependence of energy loss and differences between the
mean eccentricity predicted by Glauber and CGC/KLN models of initial
conditions, the sensitivity of higher harmonics has remained relatively
unexplored. We demonstrate that those higher-jet harmonics are
remarkably insensitive to the initial conditions and show that higher
powers of the path-length dependence will lead to a saturation effect for
all Fourier harmonics. However, the different vn(Npart) vs. vnlAA(Npart)
correlations between the moments of monojet and dijet nuclear
modification factors remain the most sensitive probe to differentiate
between Glauber and CGCjKLN initial state geometries.
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RM and v2
• Considering the generic

energy-loss model

dJE. (xo, (jJ, T) = _-K:paTz T z - a+2[xo + 'n(~~)T]
(J: .
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0\
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Glauber: B.Betz et.al., to be published

CGC: H. Drescheret. al., PRe 76 (2007)024905
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S. Gubser et. aI., JHEP 0810 (2008), 052; -0.04
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• Measurement of Virtuality in jet-photon collisions & V2 3 could lead to,
of AdS/CFT dynamics & microscooic mechanism of enerav loss.
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• Introduced a generic energy loss model, exploring i1E tv pa and tz

• Investigated higher Fourier harmonics of jet quenching

+- Showing that they are remarkably insensitive to the
Glauber and CGC model initial conditions

• Studied the path-length dependence for larger exponents

-+ while z=2 reproduces the measured v2 well, a saturation effect
occurs for larger exponents

~ favoring an AdS/CFT energy loss

~ It is necessary to always determine the mean and the with of

correlation!
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Matthew Luzum

Institut de physique theorique
CEAlSaclay, France

February 3, 2010

Summary: Making use of recently released data on dihadron correlations by the STAR

collaboration, I analyze the long-range ("ridge-like") part of these data and show that the

dependence on both transverse momentum as well as orientation with respect to the event plane

are consistent with correlations expected from only collective flow. In combination with previously

analyzed centrality-dependent data, they provide strong evidence that only collective flow effects

are present at large relative pseudorapidy. Based on arXiv:1011.5773 [r],ycl-thJ"

LUZUM (IPHT)
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What is the collective flow contribution to dihadron correlations at large
1L\7]I?

• Can it all be explained by collective flow (a la Alver & Roland,
Sorenson, etc.)?

• Can use new STAR data (arXiv:101 0.0690) to test, adding
information about Pt dependence as well as orientation with
respect to the event plane, complementing the previously-studied
centrality dependence.

• (Spoiler: yes it can! There is no compelling evidence of non-flow
correlations at large 1L\1]1)

MATHEW LUZl)M (IPHT)
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Collective flow: particles emitted according to 1-particle distribution

dN 00 00

-- ex 1 + "2vncosn(¢-1/Jn) =:: " vnein'ljJne-in¢Pt ~ ~,
n=1 n=-oo

In a given event, 2-particle distribution determined by 1-particle
distribution, P(¢1 , ¢2) == P(¢1 )P(<P2):

Vn~ -(cos(nb..¢)) == Re(ein(¢a-¢t))

==(cos(n¢a - n1/Jn)) (cos(n¢t - n1/Jn))
=:: v(a) v(t)
- n n

As expected from flow, only the first few Fourier componants Vn~ are
non-negligible, and follow the expected behavior with respect to Pt and
event plane orientation:

MATHEW LUZUM (IPHT)
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To be consistent with data, a non-flow signal must have:

• Odd harmonics with no dependence on cPs
• A second harmonic with monotonically decreasing dependence

on cPs
.. A fourth harmonic that decreases and then increases with cPs
.. Pt dependence that is identical to flow

I.e., it must have all of the same properties as flow

More likely: there are only collective flow correlations at large D..1]

.... <J""-",, (lPHJ)
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The second coming of hydro: Theshocks and sounds
Edward Shuryak

D.....Mlt"'........A:Itt_.,..,..............
-"Tiny Bangs" on top of the "Little Bang", from (i) the initial state
fluctuations and (ii) jets..
- Sound horizon and viscous horizon can be determined
- Linear approximation: No need for "event-by-event" hydro,
Green function from a point perturbation is analytically found for
Gubser flow. Vn/en gets oscillatory at higher n.

-let/fireball edge should be visible, for large energy loss, if pt
is tuned to 2-3 GeV. Perhaps it is already seen, on e-by-e basis!

·Phases of higher harmonics need to be measured, it can be done
-Either by 3-body correlators or 2-body in respect to reaction
plane. Conditions n1+n2+03=0 and includes specific comb. Of
phases



Jet/Fireball Edge shou.ld be observable!

Ed-w-ard Shuryak

Department of Physics and Astronomy, State University of Ne'W York, Stony Brook, NY 11794
(Dated: .January 26, 2011)

x

BB'

.>
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y/
FIG. 1: Schematic shape of the Mach surface in the transverse
X, Y plane at z :::: 0 and fixed time (upper plot), as well as its
shape in 3d including the (proper longitudinal) time (lower
plot). Mach surface au is made of two parts, OCAA'T and
OCBB'T. For more explanations see text.
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Shock/!;loun.d propagation frorn the quenched jet~ have -,;vell-defined fron.t, !,leparating the fireball
into region::; -,;vhich are and are not affeL"ted. "W"hilf:l even for thf:l U.lo:st robu~t jet quenching obHervf:ld
thi::; incTf:la.He::; loca.l teUJ.perature and Hcrw of arnbient U.latter by only fe-,;v percent at J:I:lost, strong
Ta,dia.] tlo"", incroa.<>cs the contrast bet'W'een the tvvo regions so tha.t the difterence should be -,;veIl seen
in pa.rticle spectra at SOIne Pt, perha.ps even on event-by-event basis_ W"e further sho'W' that the effect
corne::; r..uo::;tly froJ:I:l certain ellipse-shaped I-d curve, the intercept of three 3·-d ::;urfaceH, the Mach
cone history, the thnelike and spacelikc freczcout surfa.ces. W"C further suggest that this "cdgc" is
a.lrea.dy seen in an event released by ATLAS collaboration.
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The angular edge of
the jets

!1¢ = ± Hs(t, tf)
R

• ATLAS event, same a shown above, in
which there is no identifiable jet

• Tracks pt>2.6 GeV, cal. E>1GeV/cell

• Note the sharp edge of the away-side
perturbation! Is it a "frozen sound"?



Two new fundamental scales,
describing fluctuations at freezeout

(P.Staig,ES)

cones

cylinders

(2.8)R> n, > n; > l

1.The sound horizon:
radius

2.The viscous horizon:
The width rf the Si)Cle

2rJk t
8TJLv (t ) = exp -3-; 3T 8TJ!I/(O)

2n /':JiES
k. = p = \1.· ..••• 2 ·..••••~~O~.••.d\4"eV .

.L~JV,T11

Let us finish this section by pointing our the hierarchy
relation between all those four scales which we assume is
true

,....
w
o
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Non-central collisions, no
integral => n1 +2=n2, such as

Icoe('l',-3ljl)llIe!IlbIIIlon.101kN~

1+2=3,3+2=5 ....
3lllIO'

-100-.100 •100

•

~I t'.~ CtVi(tiJ'1 - ]~"J

MI-

(4.10)W('¢p) = 1 + 2Wzcos(2(1./Jp - 1f/2» + ...

ehave separated the ratios VI/El, V3/E3 (which are
calculable by hydrodynamics) from the subsequent angu
lar bracket containing the initial state deformations and
their phases: those are to be averaged over the ensem
ble of initial conditions. For example, calculated in the
Glauber model as explained at the beginning of the paper
we obtain

where W z ~ O.95.0ne can then calculate any moments of
the 2-body distribution, for example the one correspond
ing to 1+2=3 term

Jd(P1 d1>2 d?-N
-~cos(1)1-31>2) < -- > Iw
21f 21f d1>l d1>2

~ ~W2(~)(~) < EIE3COS(3'l/J3 -'¢1) >
El E3

Let us present some details about this case, which will
illustrate a general case. Let us make a simplification, 200lI

writing only the second harmonics in the weight and ig
noring small fluctuations in the magnitude and the angle
'¢2 around 1[/2 (see Fig.6b)

hydro

......
w......

~-9Mt

..n.a1r,
•.O.O.l~ •

0.1)5 .,



The Fate of the Initial State Fluctuations in Heavy Ion Collisions.
III Sound propagation on top of expanding fireball

Pilar Staig and Ed wa.rd Shuryak

l)cpa,rtrncnt of Physics am.d. Astron01ny, State Univer."lity of New York, Stony Brook, NY 11794
(Dated: DeceIllber 29, 2010)

Comoving coordinates with Gubser flow:
Gubser and Yarom, arXiv:l012.1314

sinhp

tan 0

1 - q2 r2 + q2 r2

Zqr
2qr

1 + q2 r2 ~ q2r2
Different harmonIcs
1=1,3,5,7,9

where), = l(l + 1) and P and Q are associated Legendre
polynomials. The part of the solution depending on 0 and
tjJ can be combined in order to form spherical harmonics
Ylm(O,.p), such that o(p,0, t/J) ex: Rl(P)~m«(),<P).

~ .. . ~.. . ~ ..

We have seen that in the short wavelength approxi
mation we found a wave-like solution to equation 3.16,
but now we would like to look for the exact solution,
which can be found by using variable separation such
that o(p,0, <iJ) = R(p)8(O)'P(O), then

82 8 1 (825 1 85 1 820)
[jpi _. 3 cosh 2 P 802 + tan f) of) + sin 2 (J&p2

4 85
+-tanhp",=0 (3.16)

3 up

o-0.5-1-1.5-2

-1

o

0.5

-0.5

C1P~/;+!Y1'2X+T(tanhp)+ C2Q~'!+~v'T'iX+I(tanhp)

(coshpJ2/3

C3~m(cosB) + C4Q:"(cos B)

Cseim<t> + Cse- im1> (3.26)

R(p)

e(o)

<I> (<b)

)-01

w
N

t is actually rho, Ihs (rho=-2) is initiation time and r.h.s. is FO time
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I Ridge correlations and high energy

I QeD evolution .

!~111'IBfAlelm~m'r~;~HEf~-r1

Kevin Dusling

February 4th 2011



Double inclusive gluon production

b,.y

- -

Initial configuration
for nucleus 1

JTh.f\VLK evolution
for nucleus 1:---

JTh.f\VLK evolution
for nucleus 1

from Yp to Yq

t

.-----

- -

W[Pl]

""""""w
+::-



pr systematics I

As expected, ridge disappears for Pi- # qi-.

Pi- == 3 (GeV)

YP == 0

Yq == 2

I

~ il¢J
z

1r

4

qT=2 GeV

qT=8 GeV

o

7.x 10-7
.".......1"" ---

CZ/ST

7.5 X 10-7 ~ qT=3 GeV

I--'

W
VI
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PT systematics II

••••~ t •••••,. Increasing Centrality
.J "~.•.•• 7-----"#<{#.-.::-----------'---------------------------'----

........... .. ,. ... .. ";"..
.:-.... .... . .... '''';,.. .." ~."6·· • '';''''.•... _._~.. . ; ","',. .

• I.

••. '##1,#

.r..~. ~~~.~j"tl......
• . ftf'k,

......... ~.___ tll,tl·t··,· .
...... ... .:., .

2 ---2 2 2Qo =0.09 GeV - Qo =0.44 GeV
2 2 2 2Qo =0.15 GeV ----- Qo =0.60 GeV

i i , I i I I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

us. == ql-(GeV)



Role of wavefunction

UGD C2/ST
P.: == 'ls. == 3 (GeV)10, 2

9. X 10-7Ix/Xo=lO-

1. KLN BF~
~ Yp == 08.5 X 10-7r J

u« == 2
........

I OJ:
w
-......l

1// \\~
1._" ,L'-"

r
7.x 10-7t0.01 r

KLN
6.5 x 10-7

-~ k3;
10-5 0.001 0.1 10 IOOO

T
[ I I I !J.¢

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Ridge sensitive to diffusiveness of wavefunction
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Conclusions

1. Quantum corrections to the nuclear wave function at high energy
• introduce rapidity dependent corrections to di-hadron correlations

• lead to angular correlations in multi-gluon production

2. The ridge in proton-proton collisions is a sensitive probe of the

universal wavefunction of the proton
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Yasushi Nara (Akita International Univ.)
with the collaboration with A. Dumitru

Abstract:
We introduce the Monte-Carlo version of kt-formula to simulate fluctuating
Valence charged in CGC. It is important to take into account this fluctuation
for centrality dependence of multipHcity. We also consider the effect of
impact parameter dependence by assuming the Gaussian shape of nucleon.

• Monte-Carlo version of KLN (MCKLN)
• Eccentricity from CGC (KLN).
• Monte-Carlo version of kt-factorization with rcBK (MCrcBK)
• impact parameter dependent MCrcBK (bMCrcBK)

RIKEN-BNL Research Center Workshop Feb. 2-4, 2011
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Monte-Carlo version ofKLN1MC-KLN).

• Sample A and B nucleons according to the Woods-Saxon distribution.

• Nucleon-nucleon collision will occur if (Xi - Xj)2 + (Yi _ Yj)2 < (J"N N

• Local density of nucleons at each grid is obtained by 1f

( )
number of nucleons

tA r..l == S

which is used to simulate coherent scattering

• Saturation scale at a given transverse coordinate is given by

A

Q;,A(r-L) = 2GeV2 (t~~;~)) (0:1)
• For each generated configuration, we apply the k_t-factorization formula

at each transverse grid.



Centrality dependence at y==O
5r------~----~--------___,

~~4
lLz

!
~ 3

-~ KLN
....__ ... fKLN (no flue.)
-_. MC·KLN

• PHOBHOS 200

10

8
C'oI
-tj

A.:z

!6
z
"

...--.- .. fKLN (no flue.)

-~ MC-KLN. A-o.23

• ALICE 2.78TeV

l-"

~
l-" 2Q 100 200

Npart

300 400 o 400

0.1

I

-ssO.6L '. ;'" spart

.~..~~.:>. .... s{2}
O.5f"\" ",:,<>. __ e{4}.... ".<. AuAu

" " :':".::""\;;~:.:.,:.: ,~"0.2

0.4

u¥ 0.3

~ 50 100

1 dN _ 1 ( Q; )- -c n 2
N part dy AQ C D

The effect of fluctuation is seen
in the peripheral collisions
(Npart < 200).
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Me version ofkt-factorization with
running coupling BK (rcBK)

wave function

implemented by A.Dumitru by using the solution of
rcBK from J. L. Albacete.

It is available from

http://physics.baruch.cuny.edu/node/people/adumitru/res_cgc

r.p(k, x, b) = _ f1~~<'-\~ Jd2r e-ik-r V; Nc(r, Y =In(xo/x), b)

Nc is related to the quark dipole scattering amplitude from rcBK eq.

Nc(r, x) == 2N(r, x) - N 2(r, x) .



Me version ofkt-factorization with
reEK wave function

........
~
v..>

10f- - MCrcBK 200GeV
......... MCrcBK 2.76TeV

• ALICE 2.76TeV
8 • PHOBOS 200GeV + +..:1 .....t·······,···········,·········

- 6~.···'.g .J.,.·1
Z ,''!
"C 4 ..,

2
.~-'__ I, ,1", I,

o 100 200 300 400
Npart

10f- -- bMCrcBK 200GeV Gaussian nucleon
......... bMCrcBK 2.76TeV

• ALICE 2.76TeV
8

t
,· PHOBOS 200GeV ··1·£! -t....... 'T

I ' , f·············
~6 l········
'0 ~..,...
Z ~ ~,,,,,
"'0 T"4 ....

400

1~
-- MCrcBK 200GeV

O.8~ MCrcBK 2.76TeV

NN collision probability PCb) = 1 - exp[-kTpp(b)]

is fixed by the relation (Tin = Jd2b (1 - exp[-kTpp(b)])

Tpp(b) = Jd2sTp(s)Tp(s - b)

1
Tp(r) = -B exp[-r2 j(2B)]

21r

NN collision probability PCb) = 1 - exp[-kTpp(b)]
400

.~.
00 ! J ••' 1.- ! - 1.- - - - !

0.2"-

o 6f·/1'.:.-··U •.
u
G)

0.4
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eccentricity from MCrcBK
1, I

- MCrcBK 200GeV

O~8~ MCrcBK 2.76TeV

00 100 200
Npart

300 400_

No incident energy dependence for eccentricity



Triangular Flow and Di-hadron Azimuthal Correlations

Jun Xu l

1 Cyclotron Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843-3366, USA

The di-hadron azimuthal angular correlations in Au-t-Au collisions at center of mass energy
';SNN = 200 GeV and impact parameter b = 8 fm have been studied by using the AMPT model.
The away-side double-peak structure is obtained after subtracting background correlations due to
the elliptic flow. Both the near-side peak and the away-side double peaks in the azimuthal angular
correlations are significantly suppressed (enhanced) in events of small (large) triangular flow, which
are present as a result of fluctuations in the initial collision geometry. After subtraction of back
ground correlations due to the triangular flow, the away-side double peaks change into a single peak
with broad shoulders on both sides. The away side of the di-hadron correlations becomes essentially
a single peak after subtracting background correlations due to flows up to the 5th order.

145



Parton scattering
cross section in £PC:

A multiphasetransport (AMPT) model
with string: melting

Structure ofAMPT model with string melting

A+B

.......

..j::::.
0'1

..
RUING energy in nucleon
excited strinzs and mini iet ===== soectators

fragment into partons
• If

ZPC (Zhang's Parton Cascade)

till parton freezeout

Quark Coalescence

, ~

"
ART (A Relativistic Transport model for hadrons)

da _ 9Jra~

dt -2&-1l2
)

9rra 2

() ~ .' s
2f.12

Total cross section for
parton scattering is set to
be 10mb to compensate
for the -neglected higher
order inelastic processes.
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Total correlation: < >e: average over all events

dNpair == If t'" (¢v: (¢+ i1¢)d¢)
di1¢ \ e

== _1 [(Ntrig N asso)
e + 2f(Ntrig-v-:gNassov;:so) e COS(L'Jl¢)]

21i n=2

due to jet correlation and anisotropic flow.

Background correlation:

( dN pair ) == _1[(Ntrig) e (Nasso)
e +2i.·· (NtrigV:ig) e (NGSsov;:so) e cos(ni1#J]

di1¢ back 21C n~2

IN trig) / N ossa ) [ 00 IN.... trigV:ig
).. IN as....soV:sso), ...'.]

= \ e \ e 1+2" \ . e \ e cos(ni1¢)
. 21r ~ (Ntrig)e (NGSso)e

due to anisotropic flow.



Results and discussions
We study Au+Au collisions at~sNN =200GeV with b == 8fm (about 30% centrality).

event plane: \{In = ! tan" l' tn(n¢)~J anisotropic flow: Vn = (cos[n{Q? - \Pn)])
n cos(n¢)

I) :(N(PT)Vn{PT~)e
PT dependence: vn(PT ) == (cos[n(r/J -11n)])PT \ vn e{PT) ==

--O--Vg

----v2

(e)

0.1

0.2

~
>

------ "'3

0.0
'JI2//rc

0.1 0.2
V
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(a) . I I I 1.5 I(b)
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r.
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I ,
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·1 I 1 11' .....-----•••11 < 'If' ........ ..
'If' ......

JI" ...r,. »: .t;,.•.6..h ···b•••••••••••,e, .
... ,6,•.tJ.•.6.. --.-. total!:!:.6..6.'

o ~ ....6,•••• v
3
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(a)

All the peaks are enhanced (suppressed)
in events of larger (smaller) v3 after
subtracting the background of v..
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The away-side double peaks are observed ~ 0

after subtracting the background of v.. ---
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0.15 GeV/c < p;sso < 2.5 GeV/c
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v (n=2.3) background subtracted
n A.... .. ..

.. A ..
.. :AA A................. 6&........

.A -..- ..
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v (n=2-5) background subtracted
n •................. ....
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Higher-order anisotropic flows
contribute to the di-hadron
correlation.
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IEvent-by-event Shape and Flow Fluctuations in RHIC FJreballs¥ I

~t'Al{lMJi."n o-
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Ulrich Heinz
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Tho Obi.,StIle U",i>erslty
till. Wet WOOIiN!f j\V<n1ie

C,,!I...,bllO, Gl 432]0)

presented at

RBRC Workshop on

Initial-State fluctuations and final-State Particle Correlations

Brookhaven National Laboratory, 2-4 FeDru8-Y 2011

In colla boration with Zhl Qiu

. Supported~ the U.S. Department of EneQ;>' (COE)

Eccentricity definitions:

De:lne event average {... }, ensemble average (...)

Two choices for weight function in event average: (i) Energy density c(x J: b)
(ii) Entropy density .,,{x~: b)

De:rne a; = {;t2} _ {£ }2. ,IJ:ry = {.ry}-{;rHy}. etc.,
where x, yare reaction-plane coordinates (e", II b)

, _ _ _ '{T~'~-17~';-
1. Standard eccentncrtv: ;;; c == En!' =~ [calculated from RP-a~raged (e) Of (8))-, . ,.C'Y_·l.J"z,'

2. Average reaction-plane eccentrlcity (En!'} = (:~=:;)
jI' ;r

3. Eccentricity (If thE' participant-plane averaged source: Elm,rl = \/({(T~~;1~24~1""i;.,.J

_ . . . _ / l(a~-.a~V+c1O"; )
4. AveragE participant-plane eccentncitv: {Epart} = (\ 1. 2 ':.1 :u

, " \ (Ty--;-(T"

5. r.m .5. part.vplane eccentricity: E part{2} -= / I~E~fLrt) (= V' {Cp",rt):L'--tT~/2 for Gauss. fl.}

6. 4tfl cumulant eccentricity: Ep,o.rd ,q == [(.~~ll.rl}2 - 1":>=;.-"rl;: -1~E~rl}2) r/4

(= V (cp-'LrtP-o;?;'2 for Gauss. fl.)
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Me-Glauber eccentricities (e-weighted):

0.6

05

0.4
..,.;

03

0.2

0.1

--- Epa r t
--'1.. - t pa r t{2}
--- Epart{ 4}
--- {cRP}
-t--Epart
- .. -fRP

o 5 '10
Impact parameter b (fin)

MC-KlN eccentricities (e-weighted):

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

02

-+- (t: par!)
·····.········tpard 2}
-tpart.{ 4}
--(ERP)
-. -Epart
-$- -ERP
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Me-Glauber vs. MC-KLN, e vs. s-weight
0.8 --(c2(e)), (MC-KLN)

~"((2(S» (MC-KLN)
0.7 --(c2(e)) (Me-Glb)

-'{f2(S))' (:\'IC-G!b)
0.6

N O.5
~'

,...;13.0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

15o
{)'-'-----..1.,.------'---------'

5 10
Impact parameter b (fm)

2 ' 'J '1 ' , f rdn!</> r 2" i",<p ,,(r,9)• Contours: e(r, di) == Camp -::<f2
r
._._ (,l+Et! cos(n(q}-'l,t?r.)). I where [!'leon",'" ;;;;;;
. Jrard.prZ<;\r,¢)

" MC-KLN: little differenc:e between eccentricities of efi1:lrgy and entropy density prgfiies

It MC-GI~uber: For near-central collisions. energy density I">J 20% more eccentric than entropy densi1:y

" Except for the two roost central bins, MC-KLN gives I"V 20% larger eccentricity than Me-Glauber

Fifth order harmonic
0.8 --{f5(e») C\K:"KLN)

{t:5(sn (MC-KLN)
0.7 -- (E5(e)} (!\iIC-Cib)

{f5(S)} OvlC-C!b)
0.6

15o
QL..-.L...- ---J. --'-. ---'

0.1

""" 0.5
ti
aO.4

5 10
Impact parameter b (fm)

to Contours; f.(r"il);;; cocxp -,::~ (l+c:;coB(&(OP-l;:'ls))) for MC-KLN
"-r' '. ,

• Little difference between MC-Gl.ll.iber and MC-KlN, except in peripheral collisions

• C p"rl,5'::: C p'.17t,:2 in central colfisions. CP;'1TI , ,> "v '::parl,S in peripheral collisions

• little difference net'tlo-een (.=,,} of energy and entropydensities. except forMC-Gbub<Ef inmost c.entra:1 bins

• At large be large enough \ 1:5) to cause cross-currents in v5
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Flow angle distributions (0-60% centrality):
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• Angles of E:3,5 and v:u. uncorrelated with reaction plane COin et al., PRe 82 (2010) 064903)

• v"1-ang1e ~'J~p lies (on average) in the reaction plane even though E4~angle lPfP points
at ±f = ±45" =:;. V4 driven mostly by elliptic deformation E2. not E~.

Correlation between flow and eccentricity angles:
'li~P-'1bfP mod ~
'I- oJ ' 'J ;J

0.80.2 0.4 0.6
q.':f: J> - 'l! (P

oUUU ~

~"a.so -+-50-60%
;;~ .~ n.4 .,' ' ... ,. 30-40%

::;;' 4000 .~.' . .-...... ?(1-:,-\0%
---. ·':'t %:' U . .. 15-20%
'? f'.--··
';; "1;, a~ -+-0-5%
- .:., n :!ll 40 ~
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~ ~ :

t

• Near-central coHi5iofS~{P (\!\eakly) correlated Witllj'.~'P ~ ·v" driv51 b'f C5

• Peripheral colli:;ion£:~{P (we.a-:.ly) anti-correlated with~{i' ~ 1,'5 strcngly influencedby c "",,5

• Mid-central to mid-peripheral: no correlation between 'If'~£P an::l~X~
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Higher harmonic flows and associated eccentricities:
1'3 VS. £3 (MC-KlN, e-weighted)
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• Slope cf VS(€3) and Ifa!u~ of v3,h:; depend on centrality dass

• Non-ze-o triangular trow t';l '" 1-2% even for zero triangLl<arity Irs

===:} other (odd) harmonic eccentricitv coefficients feed into V3

Higher harmonic flows and associated eccentricities:
1"5 VS. c5 (MC-KlN, e-weighted)
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• Correlation between V5 and Cs strongly centra~ity dependent

• In mid-central and peripheral collisions. l';j is mostly generated ~. f n * 5

• Even in central comstons .. other C";io5 feed into t';j. generating non-zero "l'.5 for zero "5
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Eccentricity-scaled elliptic flow (MC-KLN)
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• Event-by-event hydro produces 4-6% less V2!<:2 than sirgfe-shot hydro w/smooth averaged initial orofile

• This reduces (li/"'kiGP estimates from data ly about 002-0J)3
• I hIS reduction In (V2! E2!"b<; may be smaller In VISCOUS hydro; lf1 certral coJlISlons,lJ2/€:').tram smgle-shot

hydro is sensitive to initial-state averaging procedure !Nc.te: alf c~ are <,-weighted]

Lessons to remember:

• E2 from smooth averaged energy density profile overestimates average
eccentricity of peripheral collisions
-----:... single-shot hydro gives too much 0i -P2 for ~~ 50-GO?': centrality

• Eccentricity fluctuatiors are non-Ga ussian for very central and very
peripheral collisions

• Standard eccentricity is not a good substitute for E{4J r.., v{ 4}

• Event-by-even: hydro gives less ~~2/E2 than single-shot hydro with
averaged initial profile
--> estimates of (1]/S)QGf" from data comparisons with single-shot

hydro somewhat too high.

• Corrc.ation between higher harmonic flow~ 1"11>3 and their flow ..nglcs

l:';;'~3 and the corresponding eccentricity coefficients £n>3 and their
angles -~I!:r3 is weak; significant cross-feeding between different har
monic coefficients
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